Feral house mice (Australia) Ruffed grouse (North America) Dungeness crab (Pacific North America) Rock ptarmigan & Gyrfalcon (Iceland) Lemmings & Voles (Boreal Eurasia & North America) Snowshoe hare & Canadian Lynx (Boreal Canada) Some explanations…
Extrinsic mechanisms
• Periodic drivers (Elton) • Random environmental perturbations (Nisbet & Gurney) 2. Intrinsic mechanisms
• Inter-and intraspecific interactions 
Rosenzweig-MacArthur pp model
dN dt = rN 1− N K       − aN 1+ wN P dP dt = P c aN 1+ wN − g       3 3 Deterministic predictions Deterministic predictions ⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒ ⇒
Stochastic dynamics Stochastic dynamics
Deterministic skeleton
Real populations are finite Limit cycles + DS Cycles (noisy limit cycles)
Extrinsic mechanisms
Deterministic dynamics Deterministic dynamics
How can we distinguish between quasi-cycles and noisy limit cycles? 
Some possible methods

Grand conclusions
• DS does not necessarily just add noise to the deterministic skeleton
• Deterministic models do not fully characterize the dynamics of finite populations
• It is possible to identify the deterministic skeleton from noisy time series
